
 

  

THE ISOLATION SYNDROME:                                                                                                                                                  

The Isolation Syndrome is a sense of alienation that can lower one's self-esteem and create longing for others that 

seems out of reach. Most of the psychological problems people suffer in their adulthood are derived from their 

early childhood. They grow up feeling inadequate and unworthy so they don’t know how to love or to reciprocate 

love. Devin has created two powerful presentations that help others to understand and overcome their personal 

Isolation Syndrome. 

Your DNA is not your Destiny: Real-world strategies for people struggling with the impact of the “Isolation 

Syndrome”.  Devin sheds light on what it feels like to feel isolated, alone, peculiar and never feeling like                        

you fit in. 

Confessions of a Bully: (Anti-bully program for corporations and students) It is not always comfortable to 
walk through the memories of the past, especially if bullying is a part of your life story.  Learn what goes 
through the mind of a bully. 

 
Participants of these programs will walk away with the knowledge and tools to… 

 Uncover more tolerant, accepting attitudes towards other cultures, traditions and languages 

 Develop strategies for managing behavioral, social and emotional problems 

 Learn to turn “perceived” disadvantages into advantages 

 Discover the importance of setting & realizing goals...of developing                                                                      

perseverance and determination in reaching them 

 Be empowered to unlock their potential and build self-esteem 

 Get their lives back!!! 

Principal audiences include:                                                                                                                                                           

All Education Levels, Educators, Associations, Corporate, Non-Profit 

These programs are available in full day, 1/2 day, breakout, workshops and customized keynotes 

 

 

Book Devin C. Hughes                                    
The Chief Inspiration Officer 

Call: 888.964.1113                                                                                                                                    
Email: devin@devinchughes.com  
or visit: www.devinchughes.com 

 

Devin provides a framework for turning around the unmotivated, troubled and emotionally 

distraught with real world practical solutions. His talks and programs help to raise self awareness 

and jumpstart potential!                                                

It is about progress not perfection! 



 

People often ask Devin why the Isolation 

Syndrome is so important to him. No need to 

look any further than his own history of 

isolation:  He was diagnosed with dyslexia at 

nine years old, which made him feel different 

and deficient and required tutoring up 

through high school. He was bullied and 

picked on as a child. His father is                               

bi-polar...they were lower middle 

class...domestic violence was far too 

common. His mother had a drug problem so 

he saw first-hand what drug dependency 

does to relationships and families.  

“After having experienced what I have gone 

through as a child and come out okay on the 

other side, I decided that I needed to give 

back and help others.  I was fortunate in       

that I found sports as well as some                

truly  great coaches, tutors, and              

mentors who helped me find                               

my way out of my hole                                           

(Isolation Syndrome).                                               

I have embarked on a journey                             

to give back and share lessons                  

learned along the way that not                       

only have helped me survive but               

thrive.  I represent the                  

disenfranchised, the overweight                      

kid, the non-athlete, and the                              

kid who does not fit in.”                                 

Devin Hughes 

Devin lives in Carlsbad,                                         
CA with his wife and four daughters. 

 

“Devin is not only a great person, but he is a true coach, 

teacher and mentor. He has the innate ability to instill a sense 

of ownership and a belief in our ability to do anything.  Every 

day is an opportunity for Devin and he passes this message 

 to everyone he can touch.”                                                                    

-Sean Wheat 

 

 

Devin Hughes, a former college basketball player at Colgate University, is 

an avid storyteller who has the unique ability to inspire audiences to be    

the change they wish to see in the world.  

 

 

“Devin's leadership and teambuilding are    

exceptional! If you don't believe you are                           

a valuable individual, spend some time                        

with Devin. I can't say enough about 

him...OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL!!!”                                     

- John Stiles 

 

 
“Devin is a bright, motivated 

professional with a passion                      

for building and developing              

people while leading change                  

and personal growth. He is          

extremely personable and            

possesses a tireless                                

work ethic that                                              

is infectious.”                                                  

-John Costello 

 “I have known Devin           

for years over a broad 

range of activities. He         

has the remarkable       

ability to execute                   

this vision while leading 

others. The world is 

generally divided into 

starters and finishers. 

Devin is both.”                           

-Darren Brown 

 


